“

The way they have structured Octave and with all
cloud-based features and cloud-based
configuration, it’s an advantage that makes things
much, much simpler for the software engineers.
– Head of Engineering, Industrial Product Manufacturer

The all-in-one edge-to-cloud
solution for industrial IoT
Octave from Sierra Wireless takes industrial IoT from potential to essential. Paired
with Microsoft Azure IoT Central, it provides an all-in-one edge-to-cloud solution
to orchestrate industrial asset data, powering better business decisions and
delivering an unmatched, fast, and secure industrial IoT experience. Octave and
Azure—Industrial IoT simplified…amplified…realized.

Simplify Development

Reduce Costs

Boost Time-to-Margin

Built on 25 years of
leadership and expertise in IoT,
Octave provides quick, simple
development of new industrial IoT
services—delivering measurable time
savings while de-risking deployment
and eliminating the need for multiple
vendor engagements.

Evolving and maintaining an
industrial IoT solution to meet
changing use cases can be cost
prohibitive. Octave can reduce
development and deployment cost
by 45%, service evolution cost by
75%, and device management and
connectivity expenses by 30%.*

Streamlined deployment and
development means ROI and
margins are realized sooner,
reducing time-to-market by an
average of 9 months.* With
Octave, you can focus less on IoT
and more on running your datadriven business.
*Forrester TEI study

Call us today to see if you qualify for a
FREE Data Workshop—a $3,500 value

1-877-687-7795
www.sierrawireless.com/octave

Simplifying Industrial IoT
Octave + Azure IoT Central provides a complete edge-to-cloud solution to deploy intelligent
and reliable industrial IoT device connectivity, allowing manufacturers to securely manage,
extract, orchestrate, and act on all their asset data. Leverage the flexible Octave platform
with the scalability and industry-leading security of Azure, along with customizable
dashboards and quick plug-and-play deployment. Together they democratize IoT to reduce
the complexity of customizing, deploying, and scaling industrial IoT solutions—bringing fully
connected solutions to market faster and more cost effectively.

Octave + Azure IoT Central
Octave includes cellular network access, network and device management, and
data orchestration – all for $1 per month + $1/month/1,000 messages
Add a Sierra Wireless Octave certified device (incremental cost) and
Azure IoT Central (incremental cost*) for a complete solution
*Azure pricing calculator

Sierra Wireless – the only all-in-one edge-to-cloud solution
provider for connecting industrial assets, including hardware,
connectivity, device management and data orchestration.

Call us today to see if you qualify for a FREE Data Workshop!

